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ABSTRACT
Interest in micro-optical components for applications ranging from telecommunications
to the life sciences has driven the need for accessible, low-cost fabrication techniques.
Most micro-lens fabrication processes are unsuitable for applications requiring 100% fill
factor, apertures around 1 mm, and scalability to large areas with millions of lenses. A
flexible, low-cost mold fabrication technique that utilizes a combination of milling and
micro-forging is reported. The technique involves first performing a rough cut with a
ball-end mill. Final shape and sag height are then achieved by pressing a sphere of equal
diameter into the milled divot. Using this process, molds were fabricated for rectangular
arrays of 1-10,000 lenses with apertures of 0.25-1.6 mm, sag heights of 3-130 ýtm, inter-
lens spacings of 0.25-2 mm, and fill factors of 0-100%. Mold profiles have roughness and
figure error of 68 nm and 354 nm, respectively, for 100% fill factor, 1 mm aperture
square lenses. The required forging force was modeled as a modified open-die forging
process and experimentally verified to increase nearly linearly with surface area. The
optical performance of lens arrays injection molded from micro-forged molds was
characterized by imaging the point spread function, and was found to be in the range of
theoretical values. Limitations include milling machine range and accuracy. Application
to biological fluorescence detection in a biomedical device is also reported.
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1. Introduction
Sub-millimeter scale micro-optical components are a key enabling technology for
telecommunications, surveillance, and medical imaging and diagnostics. Progress in the
manufacture, testing and metrology of miniaturized optical devices will result in reduced
cost, and increased portability, speed of analysis, and parallelism. Currently, industrial
production is dominated by lithographic techniques, which limits devices to two-
dimensional, low-aspect ratio configurations that are unsuitable for the three-dimensional
form accuracy required for quality optical components. New manufacturing techniques
capable of rapid, massively parallel production of fully integrated optical devices are
needed to reduce costs and continue to deliver sensitive, non-invasive, accurate
measurement.
Micro-lens arrays are a good example of a micro-optical device which is widely
used in applications ranging from telecommunications and the life sciences. For instance,
some biomedical instruments [1] require arrays of thousands of tiny high numerical
aperture (NA) lenses in a tightly-packed 100% fill factor (the ratio of the active refracting
area to the total contiguous area occupied by the lens array, f ) configuration with
apertures of 1 mm and f/#<5. Current micro-lens array manufacturing techniques include
photoresist reflow [2], laser beam shaping of glass [3] or photo-resist [4], photo-thermal
expansion [5], ion exchange [6], and micro-droplet printing [7]. These processes are
capable of fine replication of 12-500 ýpm aperture lenses with typical sag heights of 1-20
pm, which often limits the range of NA. Array configurations are generally limited to
square close-packed (ft =ir/4=78%) or hexagonally closed-packed (ff =91%). Efforts to
increase ft have not resulted in accurate lenses over the full aperture [2]. In general, these
processes can be relatively expensive and time consuming to implement, and are only
capable of patterning areas in the range of approximately 100 mm at best.
An increasingly popular, yet expensive method for the precision manufacturing of
micro-optical components is diamond turning [8], which is capable of producing micro-
lens arrays with 250 nm figure error and 9 nm roughness over 1 mm apertures, as well as
a variety of other geometries. The high costs stem from the need for specialized
machinery and tooling, and can be distributed if the master is replicated by injection
molding or similar processes. Other limitations include the area that can be patterned,
high implementation costs, and fragile, wear-prone tooling. The need for diamond form
tools to match the desired geometry over large distances of several millimeters limits
possible sag heights.
The goal of this work was to develop a low cost, flexible mold fabrication
technique that could match the figure error of diamond turning. The micro-forging
process reported in this paper combines traditional milling with forging (plastic
deformation) to produce micro-lens array molds with sub-micrometer figure error
comparable to that of diamond turning. Using forging alone or combined with milling
allows for millimeter and sub-millimeter range lens geometries, fill factors up to 100%,
and the ability to pattern large areas (e.g., several thousand square-millimeters). We also
report optimal micro-forging process parameters, process modeling, the fabrication of
100 and 10,000 injection molded lens arrays, and optical characterization.
2. Existing micro-optical system fabrication technologies
2.1 Photoresist reflow
The photoresist reflow technique is commonly used to fabricate spherical square
micro-lens arrays by melting cylindrical photoresist posts onto the substrate [2]. This
technique is shown schematically in Figure (1).
Figure 1: Schematic of square micro-lens array fabrication using photoresist reflow; (a) a photoresist
layer (AZ4620) is coated on a Si wafer, (b) lithography process patterns the square lens array through
the mask, (c) photoresist pattern after development, (d ) square micro-lens array after thermal reflow.
Taken from [2].
Square photoresist columns are formed on a silicon substrate using a lithographic
process. The photoresist is then heated to its glass transition temperature and the surface
tension effects on the uniformly flowing melted material result in a spherical profile.
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After the reflow process is completed, the resulting photoresist micro-lens array can be
transferred into a metallic mold using an electroforming technique. Mass production
using a replication technique such as injection molding can then be achieved.
This technique is suitable for lenses with large numerical apertures. Arrays of
square lens with 370 pm apertures, 8.6 pm sag height, and 4.57 nm roughness (Ra) have
been fabricated. Attempts to achieve 100%ff have not resulted in accurate lenses over the
full aperture [2].
2.2 Laser beam shaping of photoresist or glass
Large refractive micro-lens arrays can be formed on both photoresist and glass
substrates by exposure to a visible laser source [3, 4]. A typical ablative laser-based
technique uses single-step, sequential melting of semiconductor-doped borosilicate glass
that can be precisely controlled by tuning the laser heat-source parameters. Argon-ion
lasers with power ranges of 0.5-2 W and exposure times from 1 ps to several seconds are
commonly used. The glass substrate is mounted on a two-axis translational stage and
thermally heat sunk to a Peltier cooler for precise temperature control. Micro-lens arrays
of various diameters are produced by sequentially exposing desired lens sites to the laser
beam and controlling the laser exposure parameters. High-quality lenses with 15-150 pm
diameters capable of minimum diffraction-limited spot sizes of 1.5 pm have been
fabricated using this process [3].
2.3 Photo-thermal expansion
Spherical micro-lens arrays can be produced directly in a homogeneous
photosensitive glass using a photo-thermal process [5]. It involves exposing a glass
substrate to UV light through a mask with opaque dots and a clear background. This is
followed by a thermal development which initiates the formation of a crystallized region
which is slightly denser than the unexposed homogenous glass. The development of this
crystalline phase in the exposed region constricts the soft undeveloped glass, forcing it
beyond the original surface and forming a spherical shape dude to surface tension. A
diagram of the photo-thermal expansion process can be seen in Figure (2).
mask
UV
light
unexposed region
thermal
development L
exposed region
Figure 2: Diagram of the spherical deformation resulting from the increase in density of the thermo-
optically developed crystallized region.
Lenses with diameters of up to 400 gm and 26 gm sag height have been fabricated on 6
mm thick glass [5]. Since crystallized region is opaque, tightly-packed 100%ff cannot be
achieve with this process.
glass substrate
2.4 Ion Exchange
Planar micro-lens arrays with a parabolically distributed refraction index can be
monolithically fabricated on a planar polymer or glass substrate using an ion exchange
process [6]. The process works by allowing a dopant to diffuse into the planar substrate
through a mask and form a distributed index both in the radial and axial directions.
Thallium ions (T1÷) are common dopants which bring about higher refractive index
through the circular windows of the mask. A schematic view of the ion exchange process
of doping thallium ions through a titanium mask is shown in Figure (3).
Figure 3: Schematic view of the molten salt bath used for fabrication of planar micro-lens via ion
exchange. Taken from [6].
Planar lens arrays with diameters of up to 1.2 mm, focal length of 9.4 mm, and
diffraction-limited spot size of 17 gtm have been fabricated using this process [6]. This
technique may not be suitable for rapid prototyping due to the fact that the masked
substrate must be immersed in the 500-600 OC molten salt for a time-consuming 80-200
hours.
2.5 Micro-droplet printing
Mircojets systems are of particular interest in the area of micro-optical
manufacturing due to their ability to dispense precise volumes in a temporally and
discrete fashion [7]. A droplet-on-demand system is preferable for this application since
it generates a continuous stream of polymer which breaks apart into droplets during its
travel form the jet nozzle to the substrate. The lens polymer is initially heated to reduce
its viscosity and then jetted onto the substrate, which is mounted on a three-axis micro-
positioner. As the molten polymer lands on the glass substrate, it cools and solidifies into
a plano-convex shaped lens. A typical micro-droplet printing system is shown
schematically in Figure (4).
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Figure 4: Schematic of a typical droplet-on-demand microjet system used to manufacture micro-optic
lenses. Taken from [7].
Typical lenses manufactured with using this technique have 70-150 gtm diameters and
20-70 gtm focal lengths. Lenses run together when the spacing between them is small,
prohibiting the manufacture of tightly-packed lens arrays. Low precision and
repeatability of the lenses in a given dimension (-12%) has been reported, but may be
improved with better cooling and reflow control [7].
2.6 Diamond Turning
Single-point diamond turning fills an important niche in the precision
manufacturing of micro-optical devices. The strengths of diamond turning are the edge
sharpness of the single-crystal diamond cutting tool and its ability to produce near-optical
finishes in materials such as aluminum, copper and various metal alloys [8]. This
machining process is performed on specialized CNC lathes equipped with air bearings
other structural elements which provide increased accuracy. Refractive lens are
commonly machined using a natural or synthetic diamond form tool with the desired
shape, which is then transferred from the tool to the substrate or workpiece. Diamond
tools are especially susceptible to chemical wear characterized by diffusion of carbon out
of the tool and into the workpiece, which makes the harder materials and alloys
traditionally used for molding (e.g., ferrous alloys) not diamond turnable [8]. Lens array
molds are typically produced by diamond turning a polymer substrate and subsequently
electroplating the resulting pattern with nickel. Current single-point diamond turning
machines are capable of producing contoured optical features on the sub-millimeter and
sub-micrometer scale with typical Ra in the range of 5-10 nm [8]. The major drawbacks
of this technology are the relatively high machine (e.g., Precitech) and tooling (e.g.,
Chardon Tool, K&Y Diamond) costs, as well limitations in usable materials and machine
workspace.
3. The micro-forging process
3.1 Methodology
The combined milling and micro-forging process as well as photographs of a 100
lens mold and an injection-molded lens array are shown in Figure (5).
a) b) c) d)
1 mm
Figure 5: Diagram of the lens array mold manufacturing process and photographs of a 100 lens array
mold and molded part. a) A blank aluminum mold is faced and polished. b) A rotating ball-end mill is
used to cut an array of divots. c) A tungsten-carbide sphere is lowered onto the divots to deform them
to the final shape. d) The mold is used to injection mold lens arrays, as has been demonstrated for
arrays containing over 10,000 lenses. The array shown has 1 mm square aperture lenses.
The lens array molds are fabricated by first facing and polishing an aluminum substrate.
Next, an array of divots is rough cut using a ball-end mill. A sphere of equal diameter is
then pressed into the milled divots to achieve the final mold shape and sag height. After
the mold is fabricated, injection molding is performed to produce the final optical
component.
This approach is motivated by the fact that milling alone is not able to accurately
produce the desired geometry. On the other hand, forging with a ground, polished sphere
imparts a near perfect figure and roughness to the mold. Unfortunately, forging
plastically deforms material instead of removing it, which distorts any neighboring lens
divots in a closely-packed array. The reasoning behind this combined process is that the
mill removes most of the material, while the subsequent forging defines the final figure
without substantial deformation that could affect neighboring lenses in a tightly-packed
array. If neighbor deformation is not a problem, such as for fabricating single lens or
loosely-packed arrays, then forging alone can be used to achieve the desired figure while
avoiding the increased roughness caused by milling.
For this study, molds were fabricated out of 6061 aluminum stock using titanium-
nitride coated ball end mills and tungsten-carbide spheres (206 nm figure error, 19 nm
roughness). The micro-forging process was used to fabricate molds for rectangular arrays
of 1-10,000 spherical lenses with apertures of 0.25-1.6 mm, sag heights of 3-130 pm,
inter-lens spacings of 0.25-2 mm, andff of 0-100%. A Hass VF-OE three-axis machining
center with a 0.8x0.4x0.5 m3 work volume was used to manufacture the lens molds. The
system has 5.0 gim accuracy and 2.5 gm repeatability in all axes.
3.2 Measurement of mold quality parameters
In order to produce functional injection-molded optical components, a mold
fabrication process must replicate the desired shape geometry with minimal roughness.
The quality of the lens molds produced using the micro-forging technique was
determined using two parameters: figure error and roughness. These two parameters were
calculated from mold surface profiles measured using a Mitutoyo SV-3000 stylus
profilometer with a 2 ýtm tip radius, 1 gtm lateral resolution and lnm traverse resolution.
The raw profile data was processed using various algorithms which measured figure error
and surface roughness.
Figure error was calculated by comparing the measured surface profile with the
desired shape over 80% of the lens aperture. The desired shape was shifted vertically and
horizontally with respect to the measured profile in order to minimize the error and
determine the optimal fit. The process of fitting the measured profile to the desired
geometry is shown in Figure (6).
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Figure 6: Raw mold profile slightly shifted to the right (left) and in the optimal position (right) relative
to the desired circular profile. The bottom plots show how the error changes as the measured profile is
shifted vertically. This measured profile has a figure error of 354 nm and corresponds to a 100%ff lens
mold which was milled to its final sag height and subsequently forged.
In the algorithm, the absolute difference between the measured and desired profile was
calculated at each data point, and the area under the resulting curve was defined as the
error. Once the optimal fit was found, the figure error was calculated as the average
absolute difference between the measured and desired profiles.
The roughness was determined by removing the low frequency information
associated with the lens mold's round shape from the measurement. This was achieved by
first dividing the measured profile into segments of equal length and sequentially fitting
and subtracting 2nd , 1st and 0 th order polynomials to each segment. The average roughness
(Ra), defined as the average absolute deviation from the mean, [9] was calculated for each
IJ | I
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individual section. The surface roughness was then calculated as the average Ra of the
series of sections.
3.3 Process characterization results and discussion
Various lens array molds were fabricated, measured, and analyzed as described in
order to determine the process range and the optimal process parameters given the
desired geometry. The effect of the initial mill depth (relative to the final desired sag
height) on the resulting mold quality for different fill factors was of particular interest.
The results for the mold figure error and roughness are shown in Figures (7) and (8).
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Figure 7: Figure error of the lens array molds. All lenses have 120 gm total sag height, so increasing
mill depth implies that a larger percentage of the final figure was determined by milling. As milled
depth increases, the figure error generally improves.
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Figure 8: Average roughness (Ra) of the lens array molds. As milled depth increases, the roughness
increases (degrades) slightly to a plateau, but remains small.
For lens arrays with ff 80%, the figure error decreases steadily with increasing milled
depth. This result is consistent with the fact that forging plastically deforms the substrate
and distorts the figure of neighboring lenses in tightly-packed arrays. In general,
roughness increases with milled depth. This can be attributed to the milling tool's
roughness, which is much larger than the sphere's 19 nm roughness.
The advantage of the combined process is clear when comparing the figure error
and roughness of the lens mold to that created by either process alone. As seen in Figure
(9), forging a milled divot dramatically improves the shape of the lens array mold.
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Figure 9: Measured profiles of purely milled (left), and combination (right) 100%ff lens array molds.
Forging the milled divots with a sphere dramatically improves the shape of the lens array mold.
Purely milled divots typically have 1.7 ltm figure error and 300 nm roughness,
independent offf. Purely forged divots have a figure error which is dependent onff and is
at worst 1.8 ýpm for 100% f, and a roughness of 31 nm independent of ff. For tightly-
packed 100%ff, the optimal combination results in a figure error that is 4-5x better than
either process alone, while roughness remains good at approximately 68 nm.
For 100% f molds made using the optimum combination of milling and forging,
measurements of injection-molded lens arrays showed that the figure error increased
from 354 nm to 939 nm while the roughness decreased from 68 nm to 36 nm. These
results are reasonable given the 1-2% linear shrinkage of polymethyl-methacrylate
(PMMA) upon cooling after molding, and the attenuation of high frequency features due
to material reflow.
In order to determine the process range, 100%ff molds were fabricated with 0.25-
1 mm apertures and constant 2.5 mm radius of curvature. The figure error improved as
lens aperture was decreased: 1 mm square aperture, 50.5 gpm sag height lenses had 0.35
gm figure error, 0.5 mm aperture, 12.5 gpm sag lenses had 0.15 gpm figure error, and 0.25
mm aperture, 3.1 pm sag lenses had 0.11 pm figure error. The surface roughness was
independent of the lens aperture and averaged 75 nm. Further reduction of the lens
aperture is prohibited by the accuracy of the machining center and the end mill tool.
The drawbacks of this mold fabrication process include the required calibration of
the depth of the milling and forging tools, which has an inherent uncertainty of
approximately 1 pm. Thermal expansion of the machining center, as well as elastic
spring-back upon unloading the forge can also contribute to sag errors. All combined,
these factors were found to affect the final sag height by 20 pm, at most. These sources of
error may be addressed by employing commercially available automatic edge-finders and
implementing a warm-up routine that allows the machining center to reach steady-state
before commencing fabrication.
4. Theoretical model for micro-forging
4.1 Forging theory
Theoretical modeling can be employed to better understand the micro-forging
process and its physical limitations. A model was developed to determine the forging
force required for making spherical impressions on an aluminum mold master for
injection molding. The relevant geometry associated with this forging process can be
seen in Figure (10).
Figure 10: Diagram of the relevant geometry of the forging process. F is the forging force, R is the
radius of curvature, d is the lens aperture, z is the forge depth, and As is the impression surface area.
By modifying an open-die forging model by Kalpakjian [9], a new model for
hemispherical impressions on a planar substrate was derived, assuming that the tool is
much stiffer than the substrate, as:
F= Yf7rAs,1 + ld3z' (1)
where F is the forging force, Yf is the flow stress of the material (- true stress at 100%
true strain), As is the impression surface area, u is the coefficient of friction (-0.2), d is
the lens aperture, and z is the forge depth. As and z are given respectively by
(2)z(d,R) = R - R2 d4
As (d,R) = 2z7R!2 - 42
R (3)
where R is the lens radius of curvature. This theoretical model may be used to predict the
required force, F, to forge a spherical impression of depth z and diameter d for a range of
mold materials, lens sizes and sag heights.
4.2 Experimental validation
Experiments to determine the required forging force were conducted using a
Devin LP-500 hydraulic press, which can exert a maximum force of 90 kN. Several
tungsten carbide spheres with different diameters (10-25.4 mm) were used to form
impressions in an aluminum 6061 substrate, which could be compared with the
theoretical model, as shown in Figure (11).
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Figure 11: Forging force theoretical values and experimental measurements vs. spherical impression
surface area.
The results indicate that the required forging force for typical lens sizes can be estimated
fairly well. As predicted by the model, the impression surface area for a given forging
force is independent on the diameter of the sphere being pressed into the substrate. For
the smallest surface areas, this conservative model predicts required forces up to three
times the experimental results. Typical lenses with 1.41 mm aperture and 2.5 mm radius
of curvature have a surface area of 1.6x10 -6 m2, and require 1 kN of forging force. The
Haas VF-OE machining center used for this work is capable of exerting up to 25 kN of
forging force. It follows from the results that typical machining center force capabilities
prohibit the manufacture of lenses with large surface areas greater than 57x 10-6 m2
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5. Application in an ultra-high throughput mutational spectrometer
5.1 Mutation detection
The detection of mutations in the human genome has become an increasingly
important research area because of its potential to revolutionize the practice of medicine.
Genetic mutations are responsible for many common diseases, but little is known about
the exact correlations between mutation and disease. The prospect of personalized
medicine based on an individual's genetic mutation information depends on the
development of advanced instrumentation capable of rapidly processing mutational
spectra from thousands of people in search of disease correlations. A 2-3 order of
magnitude increase in throughput over current technologies is required for a serious
pangenomic scan for mutations in large human populations. Work done by Craig Forest
at the MIT BioInstrumentation Lab directed by Prof. Ian Hunter has laid the framework
for the development of an "ultra-high throughput mutational spectrometer" (UTMS)
capable of sorting through the 1012 gene fragments required to statistically correlate
mutations and disease [10]. The UTMS can be scaled to 10,000 channels capable of
sorting through the DNA fragments of 1 million individuals in 30 minutes, which is
enough throughput to correlate 100 common diseases with their respective genetic
markers within a two year period.
The need for ultra-high throughput mutation detection devices is motivated by the
relatively low number of mutations present in an individual's genome. Of the 3x10 9 base
pairs in human DNA, less than 0.33% are likely to be mismatched [11]. High-fidelity
mutation detection is required to identify and separate mutated DNA segments from wild-
type segments for analysis. The UTMS achieves this through the use of Constant
Denaturing Capillary Electrophoresis (CDCE). Separation via electrophoresis at high
voltages is performed in a 75 ýpm inner diameter fused silica capillary filled with a
viscous gel, which reduces processing time significantly compared to other techniques.
Mutant and wild-type strands can be separated due to the reduced electrophoretic
mobility of mutated segments compared to wild-type. Due to their mismatched base pair,
mutated segments denature at lower temperatures compared to wild-types. As the
negatively charged DNA double-helix denatures, the individual strands spread out,
increasing viscous friction and inhibiting its motion toward the high-voltage cathode.
Since the wild-type segment will travel through the capillary faster than its mutant
counterpart, a precise temperature can be selected and separation can be observed
through time [12]. By labeling each DNA segment with a fluorescent molecule,
fluorescence can be excited and detected at a fixed point along the capillary as the
segments pass by. The resulting fluorescence signal provides a temporal separation
gradient on which the two fragment types can be distinguished. This capability is highly
useful because it allows for mutagenic analysis without prior phenotypic selection [12],
the basis for mutational spectrometry, and the key to correlating genetic mutations and
disease.
5.2 Overview of the ultra-high throughput mutational spectrometer (UTMS)
In order to detect simultaneously genetic mutations on several thousand channels,
the UTMS requires an integration of multiple subsystems, including thermal control,
optical detection, capillary array constraint, gel injection, DNA sample loading, and
electrical systems. A diagram of the entire system can be seen in Figure (12).
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Figure 12: Schematic of the ultra-high throughput mutational spectrometer. Taken from [14].
The thermal control unit houses the capillary array and makes up most of the device's
structure. This component has been shown to be able to control a simulated heat input to
within the requisite ±0.2 'C [13]. To minimize thermal mass and maximize heat
dissipation due to joule heating, thin fused silica quartz capillaries coated with polyimide
(75 Am ID, 350 Am OD, 300 mm length) are used. Their high insulative value also allows
for faster high voltage separation.
Fluorescence detection for CDCE in a two-dimensional capillary array is
accomplished using an end-column fluorescence detection system. Fluorescence is
excited and detected from the ends of the capillaries just as the DNA segments exit the
capillary gel into an aqueous solution of electrolyte (buffer). An array of 42 ultra-bright
LED's (V=482 nm) is used and can be scaled to illuminate any size area uniformly and
with enough fluence to excite biological fluorescence. A lens array is used to focus
excitation light on the capillary tips as well as collect and project the emitted light to a
highly sensitive impact ionization CCD detector. The lens array can also scale to
accommodate arrays of many thousands of capillaries.
In order to conduct CDCE and detect fluorescence across the capillaries, the tip of
each channel must be in contact with the high voltage cathode and also visible to the
CCD detector. A micro-manufactured array of wells has been developed to meet these
functional requirements. A schematic of this component can be seen in Figure (13).
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Figure 13: Schematic of micro-machined buffer well and lens above capillary. Taken from [15].
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A clear window constitutes the top layer, while the capillary tip is immersed in the buffer
fluid. A layer of silicone seals around the capillary at the bottom layer to prevent the
buffer from leaking or evaporating. The lens array is placed over the buffer well as shown
to dramatically increase the intensity of excitation radiation, the emission collected, and
the spatial magnification. Increases in SNR of 38x and spatial magnification of 100x
have been demonstrated [16].
5.3 Fabrication and integration of micro-forged 100 lens array
The need for quality lens arrays by the UTMS project provided the motivation for
the development of the micro-forging process. Initially, the aluminum molds for the
injection molded lens arrays used in the end-column fluorescence detection system were
fabricated using ball-end mills. An analysis of the quality of the lens molds revealed that
the milled divots were not spherical and had significant figure error (>1 gtm). After
experimenting with various alternative manufacturing (e.g., EDM) and post-processing
(e.g., isotropic etching, thermal reflow) techniques, micro-forging proved to be the most
promising. The decision was made to use the technique to fabricate the lens arrays for a
100 capillary UTMS. Photographs of a micro-forged (milled and subsequently forged)
100 lens array mold and injection molded part are shown in Figure (14).
Figure 14: Photographs of micro-forged 100 lens array mold (a) and its corresponding injection
molded PMMA part (b). The lenses have a 1 mm square aperture, 100 gm sag and 5 mm focal length.
The corresponding focal points from LED illumination are shown below the lens array.
To integrate fully the 100 lens array with the UTMS, it was necessary to ensure
accurate alignment between the lenses and the capillaries. Achieving sensitive
fluorescence detection requires that each lens be directly above its corresponding
capillary. Two guide pins had been integrated into the design of the top buffer reservoir
to ensure correct alignment during assembly. Since the lens array would rest on the buffer
reservoir, it was designed such that it could be aligned using the guide pins. In addition to
including alignment features, the lens array's thickness was carefully determined such
that the distance between the lenses and the capillary tips is equal to the 5 mm focal
length.
In addition to the design of the component, a manufacturing strategy also needed
to be determined. Due to the nature of the machining motions required for forging,
traditional CAM software packages could not be used to generate the g-code for the
forging operations. A MATLAB program was developed to generate the forging g-code
for rectangular lens arrays of any size (see Appendix E). A photograph of the injection
molded 100 lens array placed over the top buffer reservoir is shown in Figure (15).
100 lens array
Figure 15: Photograph of the 100 lens array interfaced with the top buffer reservoir. The two guide
pins are used to align the lenses with their respective capillaries.
Successful isolation of individual signal detection has been demonstrated using the 100
capillary UTMS with the micro-forged lens array [17]. Additional information on
experiments conducted using this system is reported in Mike Beltran's Bachelors thesis
and Craig Forest's Doctoral thesis [17, 16]. An image of raw data demonstrating
successful DNA injection and optical detection is shown in Figure (16).
Figure 16: MIT logo as raw data observed through the UTMS detection system equipped with a
micro-forged 100 lens array. Each letter corresponds to a separate trial run. They were edited in Adobe
Photoshop to bring them into the MIT logo layout. Taken from [17].
5.4 Fabrication of micro-forged 10,000 lens array
After the successful fabrication of a 100 lens array using micro-forging, the
decision was made to manufacture a 10,000 lens array to demonstrate the micro-forging
process' ability to pattern large areas containing several thousand lenses. The large
number of machine operations required the g-code for both the milling and micro-forging
processes to be generated using the previously mentioned MATLAB program. Figure
(17) shows a photograph a micro-forged 10,000 lens array mold.
Figure 17: Photograph of a micro-forged 10,000 lens array mold. The lines seen were probably caused
by thermal expansion of the machining center.
The mold shown was the first the two which were fabricated. When fabricating the
second mold, sag height errors due to thermal expansion of the machining center were
addressed by increasing the warm-up time before the milling operation to 30 minutes,
which allowed the spindle to reach a steady-state temperature. Streaming the g-code from
a desktop computer to the machining center allowed for continuous machining, which
saved time and minimized the risk of error-causing temperature fluctuations. Once the
mold was completed, it was shipped to a commercial injection molder which produced
the final injection molded lens arrays. A photograph of a 10,000 lens array is shown in
Figure (18).
Figure 18: Photograph of a PMMA 10,000 lens array injection molded from a micro-forged mold. The
spherical lenses have 1 mm square aperture, 2.5 mm radius of curvature and 100 pm sag height.
6. Optical characterization of micro-forged lens arrays
6.1 Point spread function theory
The point spread function (PSF) describes the response of an optical system to a
point source of light; also called the impulse response [18]. The degree of blurring and
aberrations in the resulting diffraction pattern is a measure of the quality of the optical
system. The relevant geometry associated with the PSF of a convex lens can be seen in
Figure (19).
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Figure 19: PSF (in red) of a convex lens of radius r and focal lengthf The bright center lobe is called
the Airy disc and has a diameter d.
Due to the wave nature of light, a beam of light passing through an aperture is diffracted
and forms a far-field pattern characterized by a bright disc in the center surrounded by
concentric rings [18]. The PSF for a convex lens with a circular aperture is described by:
(4)
where NA is the numerical aperture of the lens, Xis the wavelength of the incoming light,
x' is the special position on the screen, and J1 is a Bessel function of the first kind. Using
a small angle approximation, the numerical aperture is approximated by r/f, where r is the
F
light beam radius andfis the focal length of the lens. Similarly, the PSF of a convex lens
with a square aperture is described by:
I(x') = 2 =2 -sinc 2X(NA) X . (5)
The far-field diffraction pattern described by the PSF is characterized by a bright
circular lobe, called the Airy disc. This is an important concept for the design of an
optical detection or imaging system. Due to diffraction, the smallest point to which a lens
can focus a beam of light is the Airy disc [18]. It defines the physical limit to the
resolution of an image created by a lens. The diameter of the Airy disc for a square
aperture convex lens is given by:
dA = (6)
NA
The disc diameter for round aperture lens can be found by multiplying by a factor of 1.22.
3.2 Experimental apparatus
An optical apparatus was assembled to measure the point spread function (PSF) or
impulse response of the manufactured lenses, a seen in Figure (20).
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Figure 20: Schematic of the optical apparatus used to measure the point spread function. The laser
beam was spatially filtered, collimated and subsequently contracted such that it filled the area of a
single lens.
A HeNe laser (Uniphase model 106-1) produced a 632.8 nm wavelength beam which was
spatially filtered and collimated to better simulate a point source of light. The radius of
the collimated beam was truncated using an iris and then further reduced by two convex
lens arranged in a telescope configuration. The lens array being tested was attached to a
two-axis linear stage perpendicular to the incoming light beam. Lastly, the resulting
image was magnified by a 60x microscope objective mounted on a translational stage,
and captured with a Photometrics Cascade 650 camera. The camera's CCD had a
resolution of 653 x 492 pixels and a pixel size of 7.4 lim x 7.4 jim.
Lens arrays produced using the combined milling and forging process, as well as
the forging-only process were tested. A commercially available Spindler and Hoyer
ground glass lens with a focal length of 5 mm was also tested for comparison. When
imaging the PSF, the iris was adjusted such that the diameter of the incoming beam was 1
mm, and the lens array was positioned such that only one of the lenses was illuminated
by the beam. The resulting image was then brought into focus by adjusting the distance
between the microscope objective and the lens array.
6.3 Optical characterization results and discussion
The point spread functions produced with injection molded lenses fabricated
using the forging only and combined milling and forging processes were photographed
using the optical measurement apparatus as described. A commercially available Spindler
and Hoyer ground glass lens with a 5 mm focal length was also tested for comparison.
The PSF images of the tested lenses and their respective intensities can be seen in the
Figures (21), (22), (23) and (24).
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Figure 21: PSF of a commercially available Spindler and Hoyer ground glass lens with round aperture
and 5 mm focal length. The relative intensity along the dotted line is shown on the right.
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Figure 22: PSF of a single round aperture lens with 5 mm focal length manufactured using only the
forging process. The drop in intensity near the edges is an artifact of the image having been rotated
during its analysis.
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Figure 23: PSF of a single square aperture lens with 5 mm focal length from a 100 lens array
manufactured using the combined milling and forging process.
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Figure 24: PSF of a single square aperture lens with 5 mm focal length from a 10,000 lens array
manufactured using the combined milling and forging process.
The ground glass lens produced the sharpest image with the bright center disc of the PSF
clearly defined. With the exception of a few scattered bright lobes near the center, the
forged lens also produced a well defined Airy disc. The lenses from the 100 and 10,000
lens arrays fabricated using the combined milling and forging process produced PSF's
with brighter, more scattered fringes. Despite this, the bright central disc was easily
identifiable in both images.
In addition to a qualitative evaluation of the PSF images, Airy disc diameters
were measured and compared to their expected values to determine lens quality.
Theoretical Airy disc diameters for round and square lens with focal length 5 mm are 8.2
± 2.1 tpm and 6.8 ± 1.7 pm, respectively. The uncertainty in the value for lenses stems
from the measurement of the incoming light beam's diameter, which has an uncertainty
AI
of 0.25 mm. The measured and expected ranges of Airy disc diameters are shown in
Figure (25).
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Figure 25: Theoretical and measured Airy disc diameters for the tested lenses. The glass and forged
lenses have round apertures, while the ones from the 100 and 10,000 lens arrays (100% j) have square
apertures.
Measured disc diameters for the tested lenses were within the expected values, except for
the 10,000 lens array which was slightly larger. The optical performance of the forged
lens was shown to be comparable to that of the ground glass lens. These results show that
lenses fabricated using the micro-forging process can effectively focus light to a point
with good resolution. The lens arrays are capable of simultaneously resolving large
numbers of discrete light sources as is required by sensitive fluorescence detection.
7. Conclusions
A theoretical model for the forging process has been developed and verified
experimentally. Various lens array molds were fabricated, measured, and analyzed in
order to determine the process range and the optimal process parameters experimentally.
For tightly-packed lens arrays with f- 280%, the combination of milling and micro-
forging has demonstrated great potential for the fabrication of molds with low figure
error and roughness. It has been shown that for 100% ff lens arrays with varying square
apertures from 0.25-1 mm figure error will be <: 354 nm and roughness will be
approximately 75 nm. For loosely-packed lens arrays with ff <80%, forging alone
provides figure errors of <250 nm and roughness of 31 nm. This flexible, low-cost,
scalable process could possible supplant many other lens array manufacturing processes
that operate within this size and density range.
A micro-forged 100 lens array was fabricated and successfully integrated with an
ultra-high throughput mutational spectrometer. The array forms part of a highly sensitive
end-column biological fluorescence detection system which can detect over 10,000
discrete fluorescently-labeled electrophoretic "peaks" containing 107 or more DNA
molecules. The micro-forging process was also used to fabricate injection molded lens
arrays with more than 10,000 individual lenses over a 102 mm x 104 mm area. These
achievements demonstrate the scalability of the micro-forging process and its ability to
produce lens arrays capable of sensitive measurement on several discrete channels.
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The point spread functions of the micro-forged lenses were imaged in order to
evaluate their optical performance. Lenses fabricated by forging only offered the best
performance based on visual and quantitative evaluations of the diffraction-limited Airy
pattern. Their image quality is comparable to that of commercially available ground glass
lenses. Lenses fabricated using the combined milling and forging generated slightly more
scattering, but still performed within the expected range. Lens arrays injection molded
from micro-forged molds have been demonstrated to have the required optical
performance for sensitive optical.
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Appendixes
A. MA TLAB code for figure error measurement
This MATLAB program was used to calculate the figure error of a measured
mold profile relative to the desired geometry as described in this work.
% Lens figure error calculator
% by Craig Forest and Miguel Angel Saez
close all
clear all
% Load raw profile
load HAASFiveONEraw
% Extract profile data from file
y=yhalf;
y=y-min(y); % Zero data on the y axis
x=xhalf;
% Create reference cirlce
radius=2.5; % mm
start circle=-.4; % mm
end circle=.4; % mm
x circle=start circle:.001:end circle; % mm
y_circle=sqrt(radius.^2-x_circle.^2); % mm
y_circle=(y_circle*1000); % convert mm to um
y_circle=y_circle-min(y_circle); % zero profile to y axis
% Plot raw data and circle at initial positions
figure(3)
plot(y); hold on; plot(y_circle,'r');
title('raw profile with unaligned reference circle');
xlabel('distance (um)');
ylabel('height (um)');
i max raw=0;
% Center the reference circle on the x axis
while 1
% Ask user the index of the center of the raw profile
disp(['The index of the center is currently ' num2str(i max raw)]);
imaxraw=input('What is the new index of the lens center?');
% Find the index of the center of the circle
for i=l:length(y_circle)
if y_circle(i) == max(y_circle)
i max circle=i;
break
end
end
% Shift circle to align it horizontally with the profile
begincircle=(imaxraw-i maxcircle);
% Plot original and shifted profiles
figure (3)
subplot(2,1,1); plot(y); hold on; plot(y_circle,'r');
subplot(2,1,2); plot(y); hold on; plot(begin_circle:begin circle-
l+length(y_circle),y_circle, 'r');
% Ask user if the alignment is satisfactory
ok=input('Is this aligned? (y=1/n=0)');
if ok == 1
break
end
close (3)
end
close (3)
% Find the best-fit circle by adjusting the z position of the reference
% circle
zheight_mid=max(y)-max(y_circle);
zheight=(zheight_mid-2):.001:(zheight_mid+2); % Try +/- 5um from raw
profile max
error_integral= [];
% Transpose the circle's vector if necessary
dim_raw=size(y(begin_circle:begin_circle-l+length(y_circle)));
dim_circle=size(y_circle);
if dim raw -= dim circle
y_circle=transpose (y_circle);
end
% Adjust the z position and calculate the error for each
for i=l:length(zheight)
zerror=abs(y(begin circle:begin_circle-l+length(y_circle))-
(ycircle+zheight(i)));
error_integral(i)=(length(zerror)/100)*trapz(zerror);
end
% Find the value of the best-fit z position
for i=l:length(errorintegral)
if error_integral(i) == min(error_integral)
zheightbest=zheight(i);
break
end
end
% Plot the measured profile in the optimal position relative to the
desired profile
figure (4)
back=0;
subplot(2,1,1) ;plot(begin_circle-back:begin circle-
l+length(y circle),y(begin_circle-back:begin circle-
l+length(y_circle)));
hold on; plot(begin_circle:begin_circle-
l+length(y_circle),y_circle+zheight_best,'r');
title('Raw profile with best-fit circle'); xlabel('distance (um)');
ylabel('height (um)');
subplot(2,1,2);plot(zheight,error integral);
title('z position vs. error'); xlabel('z position'); ylabel('error');
% Calculate and display the figure error
Rshape_y=l/length(y_circle) * sum(abs(y(begin_circle:(begin_circle-
l+length(y_circle)))-(y_circle+zheight best)));
disp(['***** Fig Error = ' num2str(Rshape_y) 'umrn' ]);
B. MA TLAB code for surface roughness measurement
This MATLAB program was used to calculate the surface roughness of a
measured mold profile relative to the desired geometry as described in this work.
% Surface roughness calculator
% by Craig Forest and Miguel Saez
clear all
close all
% Load raw profile
load ffthreeAoneraw
warning off;
% Define the different number of sections the profile will be divided
into
numstepsvect=2:100;
for index=l : length(numstepsvect)
clear xsub ysub p yfit ydetrend y2detrend y2fit
numsteps=numstepsvect(index);
% Extract the profile data
y=yhalf;
min=1;
step=floor(length(y)/numsteps);
step=step-l;
% Fit and subtract from each section a 2nd order polynomial
order=2;
for k=l:numsteps;
first=min+(k-l)*step;
last=first+step;
xsub(k,:)=first:last;
ysub(k,:)=y(xsub(k,l) :xsub(k,(l+step)));
p(k,:)=polyfit(xsub(k,:),ysub(k,:),order);
yfit(k,:)=polyval(p(k,:),xsub(k,:));
end
% Fit and subtract from each section a 1st order polynomial and
% calculate the Ra of each section
linear cor order=l;
legvect= [:numsteps];
for m=1:numsteps;
ydetrend(m,:)=ysub(m,:)-yfit(m,:);
p2(m,:)=polyfit(xsub(l,:),ydetrend(m,:),linear cororder);
y2fit(m,:)=polyval(p2(m,:),xsub(l,:));
y2detrend(m,:)=ydetrend(m,:)-y2fit(m,:);
avgvals (m) =mean (y2detrend(m,:));
Ra(m)=mean(abs(y2detrend(m,:)-avgvals(m)));
end
avgvals;
% Calculate the mean of the individual section Ra's
meanRa(index)=mean(Ra);
numstepsvect(index)=numsteps;
end
% Plot the mean Ra as a function of the number of sections
plot (numstepsvect,meanRa*1000)
ylabel('Ra (nm)')
xlabel('number of sections')
C. MATLAB code for calculating the point spread function
This MATLAB program was used to calculate the theoretical point spread
function and diffraction-limited Airy disc diameter for a given lens geometry.
% Point spread function calculator
% by Miguel Angel Saez
close all
clear all
% Radius of the beam
r=.75e-3/2; % m
% Lens focal length
f=5.01e-3; % m
% Wavelength of the beam
lambda=632.8e-9; % m
% Define the spatial axis values
bounds=30; % um
interval=le-4; % m
xprime=( -bounds :interval :bounds)* le-6;
% Define the PSF for round and square lens
NA=r/f;
a=2*pi*NA*xprime/lambda;
[J, ierr] =besselj (1, a) ;
I round=abs(2*J./a).^2; % For round lenses
Isquare=sin(a)/a; % For square lenses
% Calculate the Airy disc diameter
width round=1.22*lambda/NA; % For round lenses
widthsquare=lambda/NA; % For square lenses
width2_round=width round/2;
centerWidth round=[-width2 round width2 round];
width2_square=widthsquare/2;
centerWidth_square=[-width2 square width2_square];
y=.01*ones(1,2);
% Plot the intensity functions
figure (I)
plot(xprime,I round)
hold on
plot(centerWidth,y,'r-')
xlabel('Position (m)')
ylabel('Intensity')
title('Round lens')
figure (2)
plot(xprime,I_square)
hold on
plot(centerWidth square,y,'r-')
xlabel('Position (m)')
ylabel('Intensity')
title('Square lens')
D. MATLAB code for viewing and analyzing PSF images
This MATLAB program was used to view and analyze the images of the PSF for
the purpose of the optical characterization of micro-forged lenses.
% PSF image viewer
% by Miguel Angel Saez
% This program imports images, rotates them as necessary and plots the
% intensity along a column or row
close all;
clear all;
% Load image file
filename='12apr3.tif';
[X,map] = imread(filename);
theta=45; % angle of rotation (degrees)
Xr=imrotate(X,theta,'bilinear'); % Rotate image theta degrees
% M = # of rows
% N = # of columns
[M,N]=size(Xr);
% Plot the original image in greyscale
figure (1)
colormap (gray);
imagesc(X);
axis equal
title('Original Image');
% Plot the rotated image in greyscale
figure (2)
colormap(gray);
imagesc(Xr);
axis equal
title('Rotated Image');
X=Xr;
% Plot a column
figure (3)
mag=60; % magnification factor
numColumn = 513; % x coordinate
y=3.7+(7.4*(0:M-1)); % y coordinate
% Extract the intensity for the desired column minus the minumum value
cI=cast( X(:,numColumn) , 'double' ) - cast( min(X(:,numColumn))
'double' );
% Determine the range of intensities
cImax=cast(max(X(:,numColumn)) , 'double' ) - cast( min(X(:,numColumn))
'double' );
% Normalize the intensity
Icolumn=cI/cImax;
% Plot all rows at column numColumn
plot(y/mag,Icolumn,'-'); % plot all rows at column numColumn
ylabel('Intensity (a.u.)');
xlabel('Position (um)');
title([ filename ' (Column ' num2str(numColumn) ', rotated
num2str(theta) ' deg.)'])
% Plot a row
figure (4)
mag=60; % magnification
numRow=280; % y coordinate
x=3.7+(7.4*(0:N-1));
I=cast( X(numRow,:) , 'double' ) - cast( min(X(numRow,:)) , 'double' );
Imax=cast( max(X(numRow,:)) , 'double' ) - cast( min(X(numRow,:))
'double' );
Irow=I/Imax;
plot(x/mag,Irow, '-'); % plot all columns at row numRow
xlabel('Position (um)');
ylabel('Intensity (a.u.)');
title([ filename ' (Row ' num2str(numRow) ')'])
E. MA TLAB code for generating the 10K lens array mold g-code
This MATLAB program (along with another one for the milling) was used to
generate the over 50,000 lines of g-code used to machine the 10,000 lens array mold. The
g-code for the machine motions required for forging cannot be generated using traditional
CAM software packages.
% Ball press G-code generator for 10,000 lens array mold
% by Miguel Angel Saez
% Generates the entire g-code file for micro-forging 10,000+ lenses
clear all
close all
% Open target text file
fid = fopen('testV2.2.txt', 'a');
% Write first few lines
toplines='%';
fprintf(fid,
toplines='N1
fprintf(fid,
toplines='N2
fprintf(fid,
toplines='N3
fprintf(fid,
toplines='N4
fprintf(fid,
toplines='N5
fprintf(fid,
toplines='N6
fprintf(fid,
counter = 7;
'%s\n', toplines);
( 10K lensforging_V2
'%s\n', toplines);
( Tool No 02 diam. =
'%s\n , toplines);
GOO G90 G21';
'%s\n', toplines);
T02 M6';;
'%s\n', toplines);
G55 XO. YO.';
'%s\n', toplines);
G43 H02 Z25.4';
'%s\n', toplines);
5.0 )';
sidelengthx = 104;
sidelengthy = 102;
% Produce the g-code for each individual forging operation
for j=0:(sidelengthy-1)
for i=0:(sidelengthx-l)
line=['N' int2str(counter)
Y' num2str((j*1.0053),'%10.3f')];
fprintf(fid, '%s\n', line);
counter=counter+1;
line=['N' int2str(counter)
fprintf(fid, '%s\n', line);
counter=counter+l;
line=['N' int2str(counter)
fprintf(fid, '%s\n', line);
counter=counter+l;
line=['N' int2str(counter)
fprintf(fid, '%s\n', line);
counter=counter+1;
line=['N' int2str(counter)
fprintf(fid, '%s\n', line);
counter=counter+1;
X' num2str((i*1.0053),'%10.3f') '
Z2.54'] ;
Z0.2'];
G01 Z-.1 F1.5'];
GOO Z25.4'];
end
end
% Write closing lines
endline=['N' int2str(counter)
fprintf(fid, '%s\n', endline);
counter=counter+l;
endline=['N' int2str(counter)
fprintf(fid, '%s\n', endline)
counter=counter+1;
G91 G28 ZO'];
G49 G90'];
endline=['N' int2str(counter) ' M30'];
fprintf(fid, '%s\n', endline);
counter=counter+1;
endline=['%'];
fprintf(fid, '%s\n',
counter=counter+1;
endline);
fclose(fid);
